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Special Operations Forces FM 3-18 2014-05-01 there has always been a romantic fascination with special operations forces
sof the idea of secret commandos or rangers striking from the shadows surprising the enemy with overwhelming speed
violence of action and cutting edge technology appeals to america s image of highly trained elite soldiers there is however
another soldier who fights from the shadows this one is perhaps less known and far less understood his real weapons are a
deep understanding of terrain the relationships built and the influence developed to motivate and train others to take up the
fight these soldiers are the u s army sf the quiet professionals whom history and popular culture often overlook designed to
organize train and support indigenous personnel in behind the lines resistance activities sf belongs to an organization unique
in the army s history founded at the psychological warfare center at fort bragg in 1952 and based upon lessons learned and
formation used in guerrilla warfare during world war ii its sole purpose was uw the experience in vietnam gave sf a second
purpose countering a subversive insurgency this brief history identifies the precursors and major developments that created
modern u s army sf fm 3 18 is the principal manual for special forces sf doctrine it describes sf roles missions capabilities
organization mission command employment and sustainment operations across the range of military operations topics include
the history of special forces world war ii the cold war and modern special forces the role of special forces special forces
guidance and principal tasks the organization of special forces us special operations command and the john f kennedy special
warfare center and school employment of special forces county teams theater of operations and training programs
unconventional warfare and foreign internal defense
Beyond Hell and Back 2013-12-03 an inside look at seven of the most harrowing and significant special operations missions
ever courage beyond reason loyalty beyond faith perseverance in the face of overwhelming adversity these are just some of the
qualities of the members of the u s special operation forces beyond hell and back details the seven defining special ops
missions that have made the special operation forces the best fighting unit in the world including the rescue of bat 21 the
largest and longest combat search and rescue mission in the vietnam war lasted 17 days and cost the lives of 13 americans all
to rescue one man and the invaluable knowledge he alone possessed task force normandy planned in secrecy and executed
with flawless efficiency task force normandy was an army air force special operations joint op that fired the opening shots
behind enemy lines in operation desert storm operation eagle claw the devastating special forces operation mounted to
retrieve 52 american hostages in iran resulted in the deaths of eight members of the rescue team this failure ultimately led to
the creation of special operations command basher 52 captain scott o grady was shot down over the no fly zone above bosnia
and his daring rescue was one of the marine corps finest operations ever these are a few of the dramatic true tales that
represent the defining moments that helped shape the operational methods planning and deployment for all future special ops
missions beyond hell and back is the greatest collection of spec ops missions ever assembled
Special Forces 2015-12-15 some men and women in the armed forces shoot right to the top special forces are the elite troops
who work alone or in small teams on special and dangerous missions around the world these high caliber troops are the best of
the best green berets delta force navy seals and others perform and engage in secret unseen missions from training programs
and tests through the missions themselves this book introduces readers to the adventurous and action filled world of special
forces and highlights what it takes to be a part of this exclusive team
Black Ops and Other Special Missions of the U.S. Army Green Berets 2012-12-15 explore the lesser known details about
what makes a green beret tick including the rigorous admissions requirements and top secret missions
Special Operations Association 2006-01-31 president george w bush has told all americans that the war against terrorism
would be like no other war but what does this mean who will fight how will they fight what weapons will be used most informed
commentators agree that the war against terrorism will be fought largely by special forces that is by a relatively new
community within the american military known as special operations forces or sof s this new branch of the armed forces was
created in the mid 1980s and is organized under its own unified command called u s special operations command socom
consisting of special units from the other branches of the armed forces such as green berets rangers seals and delta force this
new fighting command is recognized internationally as the most well trained and well equipped special operations force in the
world their missions are varied including combat terrorism search and rescue reconnaissance humanitarian assistance
peacekeeping duty and conventional and unconventional warfare despite special forces international reputation for excellence
americans know little about this remarkable fighting force u s special forces provides a handy and comprehensive compendium
including descriptions of the units and their operational specialties training and organization as well as the equipment and
technological gadgetry weapons armor planes helicopters and support vehicles used by each unit
Special Forces' Mission Focus for the Future 1995 donated
Special Operations Forces 1995 contents 1 background command structures and components special operations forces in
the army navy air force marine and joint nato special operations 2 current organizational and budgetary issues 2010
quadrennial defense review report sof related directives 2010 ussocom posture statement 3 afghanistan related issues a
change of command relationship for u s sof u s sof direct action against afghan insurgents training village security forces 4
issues for congress are current command relationships and rules of engagement having a detrimental impact on special
operations in afghanistan are we making the best use of sof in afghanistan
U.s. Special Forces 2009-03-25 hunting down terrorists rescuing prisoners of war the highly trained u s army special forces
carry out these and other secret missions around the world skilled in fighting as well as diplomacy and foreign languages they
are ready to go undercover into dangerous territory at a moment s notice discover the exciting history of how army special



forces came to be and learn more about how these elite forces fight for our freedom every day
Special Forces and Missions 1991 this publication outlines the planning process as it relates to a special forces operational
detachment alpha oda conducting deliberate planning for special operations planning is an essential task common to all
aspects of special forces operations army special operations forces provide our nation with unique sophisticated and tailored
capabilities operating in ambiguous high risk environments around the world it is critical that everything addressed during the
planning phase is useful and functional once planned the actions of the oda at the tactical level often have effects at the
operational or strategic level special forces planning will take into consideration the full range of the lethal and nonleathal
effects based on the combined capabilities of special operations forces available this planning process supports the united
states government and coalition partner nation objectives
U. S. Special Operations Forces (SOF) 2010-11 this is the story of fire team leader marcus luttrell the sole survivor of
operation redwing and the desperate battle in the afghanistan mountains in 2005 that led to the largest loss of life in navy seal
history
Army Special Forces 2013-09-01 fm 3 18 is the principal manual for united states army special forces sf doctrine it describes
sf roles missions capabilities organization mission command employment and sustainment operations across the range of
military operations topics include the history of special forces world war ii the cold war and modern special forces the role of
special forces special forces guidance and principal tasks the organization of special forces us special operations command and
the john f kennedy special warfare center and school employment of special forces county teams theater of operations and
training programs unconventional warfare and foreign internal defense
GTA 31-01-003 Special Forces Detachment Mission Planning Guide 2020-10-12 it s the inside scoop on us military special
operations from weapons gear missions and commandos learn every military secret from the eighteenth century to today few
aspects of the us military pique people s interest more than special ops due to the clandestine nature of their missions weapons
and gear these elite fighting forces are cloaked in an aura of intrigue that has only ratcheted upward with the expanded roles
they have assumed in today s world not to mention their recent and frequent appearances in film books and other mass media
in us special ops longtime military author and special ops expert fred pushies takes on the entire scope of america s elite
fighting forces beginning with their earliest days pushies profiles hundreds of weapons gear vehicles missions and commandos
from eighteenth century fighters like francis marion right up through the most advanced capabilities of today s green berets
rangers seals marine force recon us air force combat controllers cia special activities division and more well over 350 entries in
all from the tomahawks used by rogers s rangers to special ops legends like col aaron bank to operation neptune spear and
beyond us special ops is a comprehensive informative and unique survey of all aspects of us special operations past and
present
Lone Survivor 2014 this ebook edition of weapon of choice the operations of u s army special forces in afghanistan has been
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices weapon of choice presents a history of the
u s army special operations forces in afghanistan from 11 september 2001 to 15 may 2002 during america s global war on
terrorism the purpose of the book is not to resolve army special operations doctrinal issues to clarify or update military
definitions or to be the definitive history of the continuing unconventional war in afghanistan the purpose is to demonstrate
how the war to drive the taliban from power help afghan people and assist the afghan interim authority aia rebuild the country
afterward was successfully accomplished by majors captains warrant officers and sergeants on tactical teams and aircrews at
the lowest levels contents prelude to terror awakening the giant subdue without fighting developing the sof campaign top draft
choices committed to middle east exercises civil affairs to islamabad pakistan site coordination with the uzbeks at karshi
kanabad uncorking the bottled airlift toppling the taliban in afghanistan 19 october 7 december 2001 jumping into the dark
showing american power look we have to get the special forces teams into afghanistan on horseback with dostum a bump and
missiles in the abyss 500 afghans can die but not one american can be injured al qaeda uprising qala i jangi the karzai way to
kandahar the campaign in transition 8 december 2001 28 february 2002 old glory flies again in kabul taking down al qaeda at
the mir wais hospital politics war and rapport end of mission aerial resupply in afghanistan the new war entering the valley d
day anaconda from the viewpoint of force multipliers good morrrrning afghannnnistan driving the taliban from power
transition and combat operations
Field Manual FM 3-18 Special Forces Operations 2014-05-01 nine men 2 000 enemies no back up no air support no rescue
no chance first in the official motto of one of the british army s smallest and most secretive units 16 air assault brigade s
pathfinder platoon unofficially they are the bastard son of the sas and like their counterparts in hereford the job of the
pathfinders is to operate unseen and undetected deep behind enemy lines when british forces deployed to iraq in 2003 captain
david blakeley was given command of a reconnaissance mission of such critical importance that it could change the course of
the war it s the story of nine men operating alone and unsupported fifty miles ahead of a us recon marine advance and head
straight into a hornets nest teeming with thousands of heavily armed enemy forces this is the first account of that
extraordinary mission abandoned by coalition command left with no option but to fight their way out of the enemy s backyard
and it provides a gripping insight into the pathfinders themselves a shadowy unit just forty five men strong that plies its trade
from the skies trained to parachute in to enemy territory far beyond the forward edge of battle freefalling from high altitude
breathing bottled oxygen and employing the latest skydiving technology the pf are unique because of new rules introduced
since the publication of bravo two zero there have been no first hand accounts of british special forces waging modern day



warfare for nearly a decade and no member of the pathfinders has ever told their story before until now pathfinder is the only
first hand account of a uksf mission to emerge for nearly a generation and it could be the last
US Special Ops 2016-07-01 this publication outlines the planning process as it relates to a special forces sf operational
detachment alpha oda conducting deliberate planning for special operations planning is an essential task common to all
aspects of sf operations more content available at doguedebordeauxsurvival com
Special Operations in US Strategy 1984 the assassination of osama bin laden by seal team 6 in may 2011 will certainly
figure among the greatest achievements of us special forces after nearly ten years of searching they descended into his
pakistan compound in the middle of the night killed him and secreted the body back into afghanistan interest in these forces
had always been high but it spiked to new levels following this success there was a larger lesson here too for serious jobs the
president invariably turns to the us special forces the seals delta force the green berets and the usaf s special tactics squad
given that secretive grab and snatch operations in remote locales characterize contemporary warfare as much as traditional
firefights the special forces now fill a central role in american military strategy and tactics not surprisingly the daring and
secretive nature of these commando operations has generated a great deal of interest the american public has an
overwhelmingly favorable view of the forces and nations around the world recognize them as the most capable fighting units
the tip of the american spear so to speak but how much do we know about them what are their origins what function do they
fill in the larger military structure who can become a member what do trainees have to go through what sort of missions do
special forces perform and what are they expected to accomplish despite their importance much of what they do remains a
mystery because their operations are clandestine and the sources elusive in the us special forces what everyone needs to know
eminent scholar john prados brings his deep expertise to the subject and provides a pithy primer on the various components of
america s special forces the us military has long employed special forces in some form or another but it was in the cold war
when they assumed their present form and in vietnam where they achieved critical mass interestingly the special forces
suffered a rapid decline in numbers after that conflict despite the fact that the united states had already identified terrorism as
a growing security threat the revival of special forces began under the reagan administration after 9 11 they experienced
explosive growth and are now integral to all us military missions prados traces how this happened and examines the various
roles the special forces now play they have taken over many functions of the regular military a trend that prados does not
expect will end any time soon this will be a definitive primer on the elite units in the most powerful military the world has ever
known
Weapon of Choice: The Operations of U.S. Army Special Forces in Afghanistan 2023-12-25 over the past dozen years
special operations forces sof have been one of the few areas of growth and expansion in a number of militaries this growth and
expansion however has not been mirrored by a comparable one in academic inquiries into the subject special operations from a
small state perspective future security challenges which contains a wide range of perspectives from both practitioners and
academics makes a unique contribution to the literature and offers fascinating insights into the opportunities provided by and
challenges confronting small states such as swedenin their evolutionary development and use of sof dr james kiras associate
professor school of advanced air and space studies the air university alabama usa
Pathfinder 2012-05-10 weapon of choice presents a history of the u s army special operations forces in afghanistan from 11
september 2001 to 15 may 2002 during america s global war on terrorism the purpose of the book is not to resolve army
special operations doctrinal issues to clarify or update military definitions or to be the definitive history of the continuing
unconventional war in afghanistan the purpose is to demonstrate how the war to drive the taliban from power help afghan
people and assist the afghan interim authority aia rebuild the country afterward was successfully accomplished by majors
captains warrant officers and sergeants on tactical teams and aircrews at the lowest levels contents prelude to terror
awakening the giant subdue without fighting developing the sof campaign top draft choices committed to middle east exercises
civil affairs to islamabad pakistan site coordination with the uzbeks at karshi kanabad uncorking the bottled airlift toppling the
taliban in afghanistan 19 october 7 december 2001 jumping into the dark showing american power look we have to get the
special forces teams into afghanistan on horseback with dostum a bump and missiles in the abyss 500 afghans can die but not
one american can be injured al qaeda uprising qala i jangi the karzai way to kandahar the campaign in transition 8 december
2001 28 february 2002 old glory flies again in kabul taking down al qaeda at the mir wais hospital politics war and rapport end
of mission aerial resupply in afghanistan the new war entering the valley d day anaconda from the viewpoint of force
multipliers good morrrrning afghannnnistan driving the taliban from power transition and combat operations
Special Forces in Action 2004 the u s army special operations command are elite groups in the army that engage in
unconventional warfare rather than fighting an enemy face to face on a battlefield they are generally involved in hostage
rescue missions scouting missions manhunts and other highly dangerous activities this book talks about some of these groups
the rangers green berets delta force and soar to name a few these groups are formed of highly trained individuals it s not easy
to become a member of the special ops learn more about the training recruitment and lives of these unique soldiers
GTA 31-01-003 Special Forces Detachment Mission Planning Guide 2022-08-06 through extensive research we have
compiled the top 12 special forces units of the united stated military we picked the top 4 special forces units from the 4
branches of the military navy air force marines army inside is the detailed history training and some missions of the following
special forces units
The US Special Forces 2015-05-05 in this encyclopedic book lewis provides insights into the origins training tactics weapons



and achievements of special forces and special mission units throughout the world focusing particularly on us and uk forces he
also looks at the codes that that bind the members of these elite units together he reveals training secrets in everything from
wilderness survival to hand to hand combat in doing so he draws extensively on biographies autobiographies training manuals
interviews and press coverage of key operations the elite forces covered include the british army s special air service sas
established in 1950 which has served as a model for the special forces of many countries its counter terrorist wing famously
took part in the hostage rescue during the siege of the iranian embassy in london in 1980 the parachute regiment the airborne
infantry element of 16 air assault brigade which spearheads the british army s rapid intervention capability it is closely linked
to united kingdom special forces the us navy s seals sea air land teams trained to conduct special operations in any
environment but uniquely specialised and equipped to operate from and in the sea together with speedboat operating naval
special warfare combatant craft crewmen they form the operational arm of the naval special warfare community the navy
component of the us special operations command their special operations include neutralizing enemy forces reconnaissance
counter terrorism famously in the killing of osama bin laden and training allies the us army s delta force the special mission
unit 1st special forces operational detachment delta 1st sfod d known simply as delta force the army component of joint special
operations command its role is counter terrorism direct action and national intervention operations though it has the capability
to conduct many different kinds of clandestine missions including hostage rescues and raids the us army rangers a light
infantry combat formation under the us army special operation command the green berets motto to free the oppressed trained
in languages culture diplomacy psychological warfare and disinformation russia s spetsnaz whose crack anti terrorist
commandos ended the moscow theatre siege and who have a reputation for being among the world s toughest and most
ruthless soldiers spetsnaz units saw extensive action in afghanistan and chechnya often operating far behind enemy lines
israeli special forces especially shayetet 13 flotilla 13 whose motto in common with the rest of the israeli military is never again
a reference to the holocaust they are particularly adept at the specifically israeli martial art krav maga which they dub jew jitsu
Special Operations from a Small State Perspective 2017-05-25 a riveting follow up to michael bar zohar and nissim mishal s
account of the most memorable missions of the mossad no mission is impossible sheds light on some of the most harrowing nail
biting operations of the israeli special forces in no mission is impossible michael bar zohar and nissim mishal depict in
electrifying detail major battles raids in enemy territory and the death defying commando missions of the israeli special forces
the stories are often of victories but sometimes also of immense failures and they run side by side with the accounts of the lives
and accomplishments of some of israel s most prominent figures captivating and eye opening no mission is impossible is
essential reading for anyone interested in understanding how these crucial missions shaped israel and the world at large
Weapon of Choice 2024-01-18 special forces deploys an impressive blend of authoritative text and dramatic photographs to
reveal the equalities and skills of the special forces soldier at every stage of their selection training and operational life
detailed attention is also given to weapons combat equipment and methods of transport while over 25 historical special forces
operation features describe combat missions undertaken between 1960 and the present day
Special Warfare 1989 in this book two national security experts put the exploits of america s special operation forces in
historical and strategic context david tucker and christopher j lamb offer an incisive overview of america s turbulent
experience with special operations starting with in depth interviews with special operators the authors illustrate the diversity
of modern special operations forces and the strategic value of their unique attributes despite longstanding and growing public
fascination with special operators these forces and their contribution to national security are poorly understood with this book
tucker and lamb dispel common misconceptions and offer a penetrating analysis of how these unique and valuable forces can
be employed to even better effect in the future the book builds toward a comprehensive assessment of the strategic utility of
special operations forces which it then considers in light of the demands of future warfare this second edition of united states
special operations forces revised throughout to account for lessons learned in the twelve years since its first publication
includes two new case studies one on high value target teams and another on village stability operations and two new
appendixes charting the evolution of special operation missions and the best literature on all aspects of u s special operation
forces
U.S. Army Special Operations Forces 2004-10-01 even the most rigorous training would not prepare young readers for the
sheer amount of intel they will uncover about six of the most secretive u s special forces each title covers the chronology of the
special ops force and supplements the main narrative with force fact sidebars about such topics as weaponry facilities and
popular culture references from historical missions and controversial calls to details about equipment and selection processes
this series aims to inform this title provides a chronological account of the american special forces unit known as marine
special ops including key details about important figures landmark missions and controversies
Special Forces' Mission Focus for the Future 1995 the previously untold story of a cold war spy unit one of the best
examples of applied unconventional warfare in special operations history small wars journal it is a little known fact that during
the cold war two us army special forces detachments were stationed far behind the iron curtain in west berlin the existence
and missions of the two detachments were highly classified secrets the massive armies of the soviet union and its warsaw pact
allies posed a huge threat to the nations of western europe us military planners decided they needed a plan to slow the
expected juggernaut if and when a war began this plan was special forces berlin their mission should hostilities commence was
to wreak havoc behind enemy lines and buy time for vastly outnumbered nato forces to conduct a breakout from the city in
reality it was an ambitious and extremely dangerous mission even suicidal highly trained and fluent in german each of these



one hundred soldiers and their successors was allocated a specific area they were skilled in clandestine operations sabotage
and intelligence tradecraft and were able to act if necessary as independent operators blending into the local population and
working unseen in a city awash with spies looking for information on their every move special forces berlin left a legacy of a
new type of soldier expert in unconventional warfare that was sought after for other deployments including the attempted
rescue of american hostages from tehran in 1979 with the us government officially acknowledging their existence in 2014 their
incredible story can now be told by one of their own
Top 12 United States Special Forces 2016-07-03 planning command and control of special forces unconventional warfare
operations tc 18 01 3 provides practical procedures and examples useful to mission planning of unconventional warfare uw this
publication is designed primarily for use at national and international training centers and home station unit training events it
is intended to be used in conjunction with current relevant doctrine and supporting products tc 18 01 3 is a uw mission
planning guide designed specifically for the operational detachment charlie odc level this odc level incorporates all basic
element functions that occur in or outside but in support of the unconventional warfare operating area uwoa it isbased on the
traditional odc but is deliberately inclusive of any size element including special activities elements appropriate to this echelon
and is based primarily not on specific units but on functions required command operational planning and support joint and
interagency coordination military information support operations miso civil affairs ca and so on planning guidance designed
specifically for the operational detachment alpha oda may be found in tc 18 01 1 and guidance designed specifically for the
operational detachment bravo odb may be found in tc 18 01 2 the principal audience for tc 18 01 3 is commanders staff officers
and operational personnel at the oda odb and odc levels and all observers controllers responsible for evaluation and training
assistance to those units tc 18 01 3 is also useful to conventional force commanders and staffs in better understanding the
parameters of special operations forces sof and conventional forces cf interdependence when sof is engaged in uw this
publication is a collaborative effort between the special operations training detachment joint readiness training center cadre
and the special forces sf doctrine division at the u s army special operations center of excellence usajfkswcs it is intended to be
revised on a regular basis based on interaction between observers controllers the using units and the publication authors
The Mammoth Book Of Special Forces Training 2015-01-22 vice adm william h mcraven helped to devise the strategy for
how to bring down osama bin laden and commanded the courageous u s military unit that carried it out on may 1 2011 ending
one of the greatest manhunts in history in spec ops a well organized and deeply researched study mcraven analyzes eight
classic special operations six are from wwii the german commando raid on the belgian fort eben emael 1940 the italian torpedo
attack on the alexandria harbor 1941 the british commando raid on nazaire france 1942 the german glider rescue of benito
mussolini 1943 the british midget submarine attack on the tirpitz 1943 and the u s ranger rescue mission at the cabanatuan
pow camp in the philippines 1945 the two post wwii examples are the u s army raid on the son tay pow camp in north vietnam
1970 and the israeli rescue of the skyjacked hostages in entebbe uganda 1976 mcraven who commands a u s navy seal team
pinpoints six essential principles of spec ops success simplicity security repetition surprise speed and purpose for each of the
case studies he provides political and military context a meticulous reconstruction of the mission itself and an analysis of the
operation in relation to his six principles mcraven deems the son tay raid the best modern example of a successful spec op
which should be considered textbook material for future missions his own book is an instructive textbook that will be closely
studied by students of the military arts maps photos
No Mission Is Impossible 2015-10-06 a critically acclaimed historian reveals the heroism and perseverance of a us army special
ops unit during one of the most overlooked campaigns of wwii in august of 1943 a call went out for american soldiers willing to
embark on a hazardous and dangerous mission behind enemy lines in burma the war department wanted 3 000 volunteers and
it didn t care who they were they would be expendable with an expected casualty rate of eighty five percent the men who took
up the challenge were in the words of one bums and cast offs with rap sheets and reputations for trouble one war reporter
described them as dead end kids but by the end of their five month mission those that remained had become the legendary
merrill s marauders from award winning historian gavin mortimer merrill s marauders is the story of the american world war ii
special forces unit originally codenamed galahad which in 1944 fought its way through 700 miles of snake infested burmese
jungle what winston churchill described as the most forbidding fighting country imaginable though their mission to disrupt
japanese supply lines and communications was ultimately successful paving the way for the allied conquest of burma the
marauders paid a terrible price for their victory by the time they captured the crucial airfield of myitkyina in may 1944 only
200 of the original 3 000 men remained the rest were dead wounded or riddled with disease this is the definitive nonfiction
narrative of arguably the most extraordinary but also unsung american special forces unit in world war ii
Special Forces 2012 intelligence specialist leigh neville identifies describes and illustrates the special operations forces sof of
the british american and other coalition forces committed to the war on terror in afghanistan since 2001 providing a
fascinating insight into specific operations detailing weapons equipment and experiences in combat with a surprising amount
of recently declassified material from government departments that are yet to be published in the mass media this is a ground
breaking analysis of the largest mobilization of special forces in recent history with extensive first hand accounts providing an
eyewitness perspective of the fighting on the ground and including information on the british sas the us delta force australian
and canadian special forces as well as mi6 and cia operational units this book provides a crucial study of their skills and
successes amidst the afghan mountains
United States Special Operations Forces 2019-11-19 employment till now of our nascent special forces have been analyzed



including whether our special forces have actually been employed or used as special forces or primarily used in counter
insurgency operations for which we have any number of other units available the book brings out whether a rare resource like
special forces should or should not be employed for such missions that can be performed by a host of other groups in the
backdrop of 21st century threats what should be the special forces structure in india their concept of employment and doctrine
these are the other questions this book has attempted to answer
U.S. Special Forces: Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command 2015-01-27 provides an overview of the united states
special forces including their history weapons and vehicles
Special Forces Berlin 2017-02-15
United States Special Operations Forces Posture Statement 1992
Unconventional Warfare Mission Planning Guide for the Special Forces Operational Detachment - Charlie Level 2021-02-21
Spec Ops 2009-02-04
Merrill's Marauders 2013-11-15
Special Operations Forces in Afghanistan 2011-05-03
India's Special Forces 2013-01-01
The Complete Book of U.S. Special Operations Forces 2004
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